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Adventure Escape: Murder Manor (Mystery Room, Doors, and Floors Detective Story!) By: Haiku Games. This is a
complete walkthrough guide for Adventure Escape: Murder Manor (Mystery Room, Doors, and Floors Detective Story!).

Subscriptions will be taken from Nov Carnival of Chaos Subscriptions will be taken from October Although
the killer was efficient in their killing, they left Madame Ruby before they were certain she was dead. In a last
ditch effort to provide information about the one who murdered her, Madame Ruby managed to scrawl this
note before passing over into the Great Beyond: Those are the people you need to focus on. There have been
reports of some strange occurrences going on at night after the midway shuts down. The carnies are claiming
that something is using the midway games to leave cryptic messages. The Cabin-October Subscriptions will be
taken from Sept 20 years ago five camp counselors were brutally murdered at Camp Grand Echo. Now, those
who survived have been summoned back to the camp by an eccentric millionaire and offered a large sum of
money to spend one more night there for an upcoming reality show. No one seriously thinks the killing will
start up again The murderer, it seems, has returned. Old secrets will be unearthed. And The Reaper, once
more, will reap. What truths will be uncovered in Get Your Copy Here! Terminal-September A flight from
Madrid to New York turns into an international incident after one of the first-class passengers is found dead
while the plane is somewhere over the Atlantic Ocean. The man seems to be in perfect health, and there are no
obvious signs to point to cause of death. Only a limited number of passengers and flight crew had access to
him. Did he simply die of natural causes? Or was his death the result of some sinister plot? Unravel the story
of the mysterious first-class passenger and discover what really happened on that flight to Madrid.
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Adventure Escape: Murder Manor (Mystery Room, Doors, and Floors Detective Story!) By: Haiku Games This is a
complete walkthrough guide with help, hints, tips, tricks, solutions and answers for Adventure Escape: Murder Manor
(Mystery Room, Doors, and Floors Detective Story!) by Haiku Games.

Background[ edit edit source ] An old school haunted mansion, the Grandchester was a terrifyingly popular
attraction in its heyday, built just outside the Nuka-World theme park to opportunisticallytake advantage of the
increased amount of traffic. Not content to rely just on the voiceovers, the entire mansion was shaped in a way
that reinforced the story of the Grandchester family and their poor daughter, Lucy. Possessed by demons to
commit unspeakably disturbing acts, the child was fought for tooth and nail by the parents. The mansion was
modified to confuse the spirits and parents tried every measure they could think of to exorcise these demons
Until Lucy murdered her parents and then, after spending time in an asylum and escaping on her eighteenth
birthday, committed suicide shortly thereafter. The operators of the mansion went to great lengths to maintain
suspension of disbelief, claiming that the Mansion was purchased at an auction and installing numerous
plaques throughout the building, explaining the supposed purpose of the nonsensical architecture, as well as
claiming that numerous artifacts were recovered from the scene of the murder - all of which were conveniently
sealed away in police evidence lockers. Due to the gruesome nature of the horror show, the mansion was not
fit for children under 5. Given the sheer number of warnings imploring visitors not to spar with each other
using the props, not to crawl into fireplaces, climb onto the upside-down furniture, and otherwise vandalize
the exposition, it seems it was quite popular. But behind these traps still lurks a ghastly presence The various
dead ends and corridors have been heavily trapped with explosives and turrets , making exploration and
enjoying this ride a challenging prospect indeed. Progress through the side room into the corridor with flame
throwers and remember to shut them down using the circuit breaker on the wall. It is best to not crawl into the
flames, as the PA helpfully notes. The kitchen and the upper corridor hold robots and a turret, so take note and
keep looking under your feet, to avoid stepping into a tripwire. However, there is a Master- locked door in the
corner of the kitchen leading into the cellar laundry room. Following the pools of blood lead to a
Novice-locked side room with six murdered traders inside, tossed into the corner. Backtrack to the kitchen,
and head through the stairway and halls into the seance room; try to remember to stay away from the floor.
Flammable gas is not conductive to your health, especially when someone ignites it at the end. Then brace
yourself for a pair of robots in the gift shop: Lockpick the door in his room to gain access to the attic, the
steamer trunk, weapons workbench , and chemistry station. The door leading further on is bricked, and
opening it triggers a jump scare. A mini-nuke is found in the yellow cart behind the steamer trunk in the attic.
A Nuka-Cola Quartz is in the attic, beside the bricked door beside some paintings. Quotes[ edit edit source ]
"Morticia Grandchester ordered this stairway to nowhere built in an effort to confuse the evil spirits possessing
her daughter Lucy. Photographs suggest that the artist took many liberties to make her look more youthful and
attractive. She liked to throw insects into the flames and watch them burn. Most of their high society friends
had begun to shun them by then anyway. The longest serving cook was "Granny" Ratchet whom they hired
away from a prison. There were assorted knives, makeshift weapons, animal bones and toxic substances.
Strangest of all was a journal written in some sort of code that was never deciphered. Unfortunately all of
those items remain in police evidence lockers to this day. The mansion is currently a tourist attraction and is
known for its nonsensical design, with many rooms serving no purpose and staircases and doors leading
nowhere, allegedly to confuse the ghosts of those killed by Winchester rifles and keep them from haunting her.
She cannot be targeted at all and is removed by script after she plays out her scene.
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Book mystery door manor and the dragon realm pdf free download or read online by kathryn reyes available on pdf epub
and doc format isbn: , download book mystery door manor and the dragon realm at link below supported file pdf, txt,
epub, kindle and other format this book for free. claudette spelling has accidentally released diablique and his henchmen
and they have taken over the.

Haiku Games This is a complete walkthrough guide for Adventure Escape: There are videos throughout, as
well. Memories of Remorse 1. Pick up the shears. Then go left and use the shears to cut through the vines and
find two pieces of headstones and an egg. Go back and put the egg in the nest above the bird. Also, add the
tombstone pieces to the broken tombstones. Use the spigot to turn on the fountain. Then take the wrench. Go
back to the shed and use the wrench to open the locked cabinet and get the final tombstone piece. Add the
final tombstone piece to the graveyard. Now the mausoleum is accessible. Look at the dates on each
gravestone, then enter the age under each symbol. Enter the mausoleum to complete the chapter. Click on the
chapter you need below or click here to continue to Chapter 7. Sometimes a promo code is provided for a
game, but it does not affect the review in any way. At AppUnwrapper, we strive to provide reviews of the
utmost quality. Check out my recommended list for other games you might like. If you like what you see on
AppUnwrapper. Every little bit helps and is greatly appreciated. You can read more about it here. And as
always, if you like what you see, please help others find it by sharing it. I also offer affordable testing and
consulting for iOS developers. Links may be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to
AppUnwrapper with appropriate and specific direction to the original content.
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This is a walkthrough for Adventure Escape: Murder Manor (Mystery Room, Doors, and Floors Detective Story!) by
Haiku. This covers chapters

Banish troublesome creatures and phenomena that randomly appear around the place. The in-game shop also
offers plenty of hidden object tools to help you complete difficult scenes as well! While waiting for Mr. X to
return from wherever he currently is at, you are recruited by the various staff and guests in Mr. Explore the
different types of rooms in the mystery manor in various challenging and time-based hidden object game
modes. The in-game shop also offers plenty of hidden object tools to help you complete difficult scenes as
well as charms to give your experience or coin gained a boost! Will you be able to crack the mystery behind
the mystery manor in Mystery Manor: Play now and find out! Gameplay The mysterious Mr. However,
something is happening here as many items owned by the various inhabitants of the manor went missing. X
and his eerie manor! You can do so by completing quests and well, quests usually involve you searching for
the item needed in any one of the many rooms available in the mystery manor. By the way, the game offers
quite a lot of game modes, which include, but is not limited to, word list, silhouette and night modes. To
regain your lost energy, well, you can get a free energy refill every time you level up or you could also spend
some premium currency, which in this case are diamonds, to buy food items that will restore a portion of your
energy. Scenes in Mystery Manor: Hidden Adventure are all time-based. Thus, you should be careful while
clicking and click accurately. Due to this, the game changes the locations of the many hidden objects with
your every revisit, making each game fresh and exciting. This is necessary because quite a lot of the hidden
items are fairly small and sometimes, they can be very hard to spot without the magnifying glass. These rooms
are level-locked and are spread out among different floors. Interestingly though, there are plenty of secret
rooms in this game. Provided that you have painstakingly collected all the necessary items, you can then enter
them to play a scene or two as well! You can then release them by completing the scene and earn some
amazing rewards! If you need any help with a scene, Mystery Manor: Hidden Adventure offers plenty of
hidden object tools that you can buy and use. They include, the compass which guides you to 1 random object
on your search list, flashlight that increases your light radius for 30 seconds in a dark room, time freeze which
stops time in a room for 40 seconds and time snail that halves the speed of time in a room for 10 seconds.
There is also the pointer which is a handy tool that illuminates any item, if it is on your search list, for 30
seconds when you pointed the tool at it. The flare, on the other hand, lights up the entire room for 30 seconds.
There are plenty more tools that you can buy, so be sure to drop by the in-game shop and check them out!
These charms boost the number of coins earned or the amount of experience points gained as well as
increasing energy regeneration. Hidden Adventure likes to spice things up from time to time by introducing
strange phenomena that will plague a group of rooms in the mystery manor. These phenomena, which include
the indigenous idol, the flying saucer and many others, are not there just for show, you know! They will
increase the energy cost per scene drastically and will tamper with the affected scenes when you play them.
All of these effects are added to the existing game mode currently present on the scene. Thankfully, for some
phenomena, you can easily get rid of them by shelling over some in-game cash to buy the necessary items to
clear them. The mystery manor also hides a deep dark secret â€” it is infested with evil and dangerous
creatures, like White Lotus Kumite and Snatchins Dark Bookworms! Banish these creatures using special
items that can be found in scenes or you can just buy them using in-game cash. These materials are needed to
complete collections and by completing collections, you will be very well-rewarded with coins, bonus
experience points, hidden object tools, food items and even charms! Community The community for Mystery
Manor: Hidden Adventure is rather huge! The game has more than 1 million likes on its very active Facebook
fan page. Even if you have some trouble with the game, the friendly community in this game will be more
than willing to help out wherever they can. However, overall, the visuals in the game are very
beautifully-done. In terms of music, Mystery Manor: Conclusion In short, Mystery Manor: Hidden Adventure
is a challenging and fun mystery-style and time-based hidden objects game. Complete collections and meet the
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various delightful yet quirky inhabitants of the manor. Sounds like just the hidden object game for you? Well,
pack your bags and head over to the mystery manor today then! Hidden Adventure by Aethyna Jul 20, Explore
the different types of rooms in the mystery manor in various challenging and time-based hidden object game
modes!
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escape challenges! - Gather tools and items to aid in your escape! - Discover the mystery of the manor.

Sacrifice Jace has come to Innistrad in search of Sorin Markov, one of the three Planeswalkers who
imprisoned the Eldrazi on Zendikar thousands of years ago. Despite the dire warnings of Liliana Vess, he has
made his way to Markov Manor, ancestral home of the vampire Planeswalker. Markov Manor was torn apart,
opened up and laid out to view like a dissected animal pinned to a board. Spires, halls, buttresses, and turrets
were ripped from their moorings and left to hang at odd angles around the sundered core of the manor
building. Jace stood at the end of a long arched bridge that jutted out from the mountainside. Below him was a
sheer drop disappearing into mist. Ahead, what was once the rest of the bridge had become a scattering of
steppingstones across the void, leading to the entryway of the manor. Suddenly, he saw the place as it must
have once beenâ€”an awe-inspiring structure of intricately decorated spires and balustrades, perched like a
vulture at the edge of a lofty promontory. His breath caught in his chest as he took in the scale of the And the
vision was gone, like an illusion. Scowling, he reached out with his mind, looking for some other intelligence
that had forced the image into his mind. No one was nearby, at least not anyone with thoughts he could detect.
He reinforced the wards he habitually kept around his mind and surveyed the castle as it actually was. Did
Sorin do this? Either way, the sheer scale of the devastation gave him pause. I should go, he thought, but it
drew him in. Patterns formed and dissipated in the drifting stones, some hint that the pieces of the castle were
arranged by an intelligent mind, some promise that there was meaning behind the incredible destruction. Of
course, the first challenge presented by the puzzle was how to reach the manor. A vague pathway of
steppingstones did not exactly fill him with a sense of safety. He reached his mind out to the nearest stone and
prodded it. Stretching his power a little farther, he pushed the next stone, which bobbed only slightly. A third
stone proved completely immobile, though he had to acknowledge that the strength of his telekinesis
diminished as distance increased. It was risky, no question. But he had never seen anything like the castle
before him, not even on Zendikar, where the law of gravity was more like a guideline. Puzzles demand to be
solved. He stepped off the edge of the bridge and planted his foot on a stone that hung in the air. It sank more
than he had expected, and his arms flew out to his sides for balance. He brought his other foot onto the stone
and lowered his center of gravity. All right, he thought. I can do this. He stepped to the next stone, and the
next, and again. And then he was standing on a solid bridge again, and the castle ahead of him was intact and
stern, looming over him. He pulled his foot back, unsure for a moment what was solid stone and what was an
illusionâ€”or a vision, whatever it was. He crouched and felt around with his mind again, probing for whatever
entity was interfering with his senses. Still nothing, and the vision was gone. Another step and another, one
stone to the next, and at last he was across the chasm. Looming ahead of him was a towering archway, tall
enough that six Jaces stacked head to toe could have fit through. Above and around it crowded a grotesque
throng of skeletons, hags, wolves, demons, and things that defied mere names, with a giant vampiric
manâ€”the Markov for whom the manor was named, he presumedâ€”overshadowing them all. He stepped into
the archway and the stone walls enfolded him. Foreboding Ruins Art by Adam Paquette My footsteps are
echoing in the long passageway, bouncing off the walls high over my head. Is someone following me? The
sound continuesâ€”not feet on stone, but my heartbeat, each thump preceded by a softer, smaller one.
Vampiresâ€”naturally, they would have some magic designed to alert them of a living person entering their
hall. Like the ringing of a dinner bell. Slow that heart down. I need a light. On either side of the hallway,
tapestries rustle as if a wind is sweeping past them, but I feel nothing. I reach forward with my mind and push
a tapestry aside. Only bare wall behind itâ€”another illusion. As if carried by the nonexistent wind, faint
sounds reach my earsâ€”laughter, conversation, maybe music. Limping rhythms in discordant keys. Is it
possible this place is not abandoned? More likely I am hearing the spirits of the dead. This plane and its
ghosts. I reach the end of the hall, and the sounds cease. But only cold stone walls return my gaze. My
voiceâ€”did I speak? My mouth is closed, and I just realized how dry my throat feels. But I was just starting to
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ask myself Why did I come here? Because she warned me not to? Because she told me it was dangerous?
Because I wanted to stare death in the face and live to tell about it? Again I reach out my thoughts, probing for
the mind behind the words. But it eludes me. I see it like a memoryâ€”whose memory, though? Perhaps the
voice is part of the memory. He stands here, terrified, knees knocking, clutching somethingâ€”a bookâ€”to his
chest, looking up at Damn it, this place is infuriating! I missed the door, before, and only noticed it because
The words spring to my mind unbidden. Some trick of sound in this place? Or the mind of an ancient vampire
Planeswalker, too strong for me to penetrate or to resist? Maybe Liliana was right. A snippet of thought, a
memory. Probably the living man I saw in the entry hallâ€”or his geist. My heart-steps echo louder in this
smaller passage. Glaring on the stone walls, my light seems too bright. I let it dim and feel the darkness draw
closer. Yes, that was my voice. I am actually dreaming, in that strange fugue state where you flow from one
scene to another with no transition. Stone grinds against stone as massive fragments of architecture wheel
slowly around me. With hands, faces, bodies protruding from the stone. Dozens and dozens of them, trapped
and petrified and encased in the stone. I start, pulling back into the shadows and casting my mind around to
find the source of the voice. But it grows into a clamor of many voices, dozens of them, and screams, mingled
with raw pain and fury, a glimpse of a white face with fierce eyesâ€”I will repay And it ends in stony silence. I
actually jump before my brain manages to tell my body that the vampire is dead and embedded in the wall.
Heirs, I assume, to the Markov who built this place. They are strikingly inhuman in death: One near me is
surrounded by a mahogany picture frame with a golden plate at the bottom, except the whole wall is upside
down, and the nameplate is far above my head, too far to be read. Tatters of canvas hang from the edge of the
frame. I let the canvas dropâ€” Did the stone vampire just blink? I step back and suddenly there are hands all
around me, clutching at me. I can feel their hunger in their hot breath, but they waitâ€”and their sire
approaches. This is not happening, not now. The hands clutching at me are motionless stone protruding from
the wall, and the approach of the vampire sire is just a memory. It must be his geist, or else some sort of
psychic echo of his mind lingers in this place. Perhaps the geist is pushing into my mind, forcing these
thoughts on me.
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Inspiration[ edit ] Windows inside the house With hundreds of workers living there, all 13 bathrooms had to
be functional, but were later disconnected. These inheritances gave her a tremendous amount of wealth which
she used to fund the ongoing construction. Though it is possible she was simply seeking a change of location
and a hobby during her lengthy depression, other sources say that Winchester came to believe her family and
fortune were haunted by ghosts, and that only by moving West and continuously building them a house could
she appease these spirits. Carpenters were hired and worked on the house day and night until it became a
seven-story mansion. She did not use an architect and added on to the building in a haphazard fashion, so the
home contains numerous oddities such as doors and stairs that go nowhere, windows overlooking other rooms
and stairs with odd-sized risers. Many accounts attribute these oddities to her belief in ghosts. The house is
predominantly made of redwood, as Mrs. Winchester preferred the wood; however, she disliked the look of it.
She therefore demanded that a faux grain and stain be applied. This is why almost all the wood in the home is
covered. The home itself is built using a floating foundation that is believed to have saved it from total
collapse in the earthquake and the Loma Prieta earthquake. This type of construction allows the home to shift
freely, as it is not completely attached to its brick base. There are roughly rooms, including 40 bedrooms, 2
ballrooms one completed and one unfinished as well as 47 fireplaces, over 10, panes of glass, 17 chimneys
with evidence of two others , two basements and three elevators. It has gold and silver chandeliers, hand-inlaid
parquet floors and trim, and a vast array of colors and materials. This allowed her to move about her home
freely as she was only able to raise each foot a few inches. There was only one working toilet for Winchester,
but all other restrooms were decoys to confuse spirits. This is also the reason why she slept in a different room
each night. These included steam and forced-air heating , modern indoor toilets and plumbing, push-button gas
lights , and Mrs. There are also three elevators, including an Otis electric and one of which was powered by a
rare horizontal hydraulic elevator piston. Most elevator pistons are vertical to save space, but Winchester
preferred the improved functionality of the horizontal configuration. The manual and emergency tools for the
Otis Automatic Electric elevator Mrs. Winchester never skimped on the many adornments that she believed
contributed to its architectural beauty. Many of the stained glass windows were created by the Tiffany
Company. Some were designed specifically for her, and others by her, including a "spider web" window that
featured her favorite web design and the repetition of the number thirteen, another of her preoccupations. A
second window was designed by Tiffany himself, so that when sunlight strikes the prismatic crystals a
rainbow is cast across the room. The window was installed in an interior wall in a room with no light
exposure, preventing the effect from being seen. Her niece then took everything she wanted and sold the rest
in a private auction. Winchester made no mention of the mansion in her will, and appraisers considered the
house worthless due to damage caused by the earthquake, the unfinished design and the impractical nature of
its construction. These spirits are said to have directly inspired her as to the way the house should be built. The
number thirteen and spider web motifs, which carried spiritual significance for her, occur throughout the
house. This room was made available for viewing by the public. Later on the "Aftershow" about the episode,
Kari Byron revealed that after she first visited the Mystery House as a Brownie it had given her nightmares,
and that the house was "still creepy". Nuka World , an expansion pack for the post-apocalyptic video game
Fallout 4 , features a tourist attraction named Grandchester Mystery Mansion where a narrator tells the story of
an allegedly possessed young girl called Lucy that murdered her parents. The house shares similarities with
the Winchester Mystery Mansion such as its name, stairs and doors that go nowhere and the belief that the
residence is haunted.
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Haiku Games This is a complete walkthrough guide with help, hints, tips, tricks, solutions and answers for
Adventure Escape: There are videos throughout, as well. See my other Adventure Escape guides. Invitation to
Dine 1. Pick up the letter I from the ground and place it in the word Wickham over the gate. Then get the key
and use it to unlock the gate. Head towards the door. Pick up the three stars and go inside. Set the dinner table:
You can also watch my video walkthrough for chapters here: Leave the dining room and get the key from the
little stand. Then use it to open the door to the basement. Pick up the hammer and the red wire. Then use the
hammer to break the boxes and get more wires. Get the screwdriver and another wire from the drawers. Also,
get the clue on the table. Then use the screwdriver to open the fuse box and solve the puzzle. Go back to the
dining room. Click on the chapter you need below or click here to continue to Chapter 2. If you like this game,
you might also like Shadowmatic. Sometimes a promo code is provided for a game, but it does not affect the
review in any way. At AppUnwrapper, we strive to provide reviews of the utmost quality. Check out my
recommended list for other games you might like. If you like what you see on AppUnwrapper. Every little bit
helps and is greatly appreciated. You can read more about it here. And as always, if you like what you see,
please help others find it by sharing it. I also offer affordable testing and consulting for iOS developers. Links
may be used, provided that full and clear credit is given to AppUnwrapper with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.
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Grandchester Mystery Mansion is a haunted house exhibition in Nuka-World in This mansion was the family home of the
Grandchester family, Hannibal, Morticia and their daughter, Lucy.

Ravenhearst Walkthrough will help unravel the dark mystery that surrounds the Manor for you as you attempt
to piece together the missing diary pages of Emma Ravenhearst. Think outside the box. An egg could be a
shell, an egg over easy, or a painted egg. You can click on the telephone to automatically solve a locked door
challenge, but you will forfeit all remaining hints. So make sure to use up your hints before using the
telephone! To unlock this door, the wooden tokens must be fit into the appropriate slots. The circle of slots is
divided into two halves, the left being light and the right being dark. Click the valve to the left of the clock at
the bottom of the screen so that it moves to the other side. Set the clock hands to read 9: Click on the bottle
opener hanging on the wooden shelf and drag it over to the purple bottle to uncap it. Click on the red wheel
twice to turn the bottle upside down and empty the liquid into the container. Click on the wind-up car to cause
a spark that ignites the flame under the pot and causes the liquid to roll down the pipe into the bath tub. Inflate
the balloon with the air pump until it rises and causes an event that reveals a valve. Click the valve to steam
away the lock and open the door. Guest Bath Room Lock Step 1: Click the Death tarot card to reveal a Z
button. Click the Z button to make the fortune teller appear. Click the green button to make the fish move,
then click the blue button to make the fisherman lower his rod so that he catches the fish. Time your button
presses so that the fish and hook meet. Click the blue button first, and when the rod is on its way down, click
the green button. Once the fish is in the grinder, flick the yellow switch to the right of the slot machine to
create a fishbone in the slot machine. On the chalk board is a tic tac toe game. Play tic tac toe by clicking on
any square to fill in an X. Win the game and the board will explode to reveal a lever. Or, better yet, play the
game again and again until you win so you can go to the next level. Pull the lever to play the slot machine
until you get double fishes paired with the fish bone equals triple fishes. A nickel will roll out into the coin
catcher. Click the nickel and drag it into the coin slot to the left of the fortune teller. A paper key will appear.
Click and drag the paper key on top of the paper key cutout on top of the door handle to unlock the door.
Music Room Lock Step 1: Press the red "on" button on the orange panel to reveal three dice. Press the valves
above the dice the number of times corresponding to the dice i. Repeat Step 3 two more times until the lips on
the end of the bellows are in front of the horn mouthpiece. Press the bellows to blow the horn, causing three
music notes to appear on the staff paper below Step 6: Click on the hole to reconnect the wire, which sends
power to the electronic device. Click the switch on the black device above to turn it on and power the light.
Click the orange button on the TV to turn it on. Adjust both the antenna and the knob with the pliers until you
get an image with some numbers on it. Type that string of numbers using the keys on the typewriter to let the
fly out of the cage. Click on the fly and it will fall into the mouth of the Venus Fly Trap. Click the Venus Fly
Trap to solve the puzzle and unlock the door. Library Lock Step 1: There are seven clocks in this room, plus
the big white clock with moveable hands. Do the following for each clock: Move the hands of the big clock to
match the hands on the little clocks, and press the red button next to the big clock. This will cause one of the
panels at the bottom of the screen to open, revealing an object. For each revealed object, find and drag the
corresponding opposite object into the empty slot behind it. These objects are scattered throughout the room.
Angel - the red devil head in the upper right of the screen Female symbol - the male symbol hooked around
the bottom dial on the square brown clock Fire - the icycle hanging from the square black clock Girl
photograph - the black and white boy photograph handing on the wall Moon - the sun in the face of the clock
with Roman numerals to the left of the big white clock Rabbit - the tortoise sitting on top of the big white
clock Salt - the pepper shaker sitting on the white clock in the lower left of the screen Step 3: The closed
panels now contain a variety of objects that represent numbers 5 fingers, 2 cards, 6 pointed star, 4 leaf clover,
3 point triangle, 5 fingers, 3 pronged trident key these numbers in sequence into the keypad to unlock the door.
Attic Lock Step 1: There is a device with symbols and Roman numerals on it. The revealed letters correspond
to the four lettered blocks on the shelf next to the Buddha statue. Pay close attention to the direction each
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revealed letter is facing, then rotate the blocks to match. Click on the toilet seat to lower it, then press the
handle to flush the toilet and a yodeler will appear in the painting. Flush the toilet a few more times until the
yodeler climbs all the way up the mountain. Storage Room Lock Step 1: Click the paper with the "1" on it to
get the animation of the man laying the egg. Rotate the "3" slot until the card with the spade suit is showing
Step 3: Click the "2" day sale so that the cent sign appears Step 4: There is a numbered slot machine in the
upper right. Click each number until it matches each numbered picture on the screen. Click on the "Feed me"
paper on the shelf to reveal a mouse hole. Click on the cupboard in the upper left to reveal a can opener. Click
on the can opener to open the can. Click on the can twice so it rotates upside down. Click on the food to make
it fall onto the plate, then click on the cat. The mouse will now come through the hole and emerge at the
bottom of the screen. Click the mouse and it will run into the wheel. After a few seconds, the door will unlock.
Shed Lock Step 1: Click on the turquoise can so that a fly pops out of it. Click on the amber-colored bottle on
the top shelf to remove the cork. A second fly will come out. Click on the yellow can on its side and a third fly
will fly out. Click on each fly and drag it onto the glowing turquoise electrical current. The fly will get stuck
and close the electrical circuit, which powers up the horse racing game. Click the red button on the black
number dial and rotate it so that the pointer falls on the number A piggybank will descend. Click on the
piggybank and it will drop a nickel through the pipe. Drag the nickel into the coin slot to the right to activate
the horse racing game. Click on one of the colored buttons to choose which horse you bet on to win, then click
the lever above to start the game. Keep playing the game until your horse wins. When your horse wins, the
lock will break. Cellar Lock Step 1: Clicking on the bulbs turns some on and others off. Your goal is to get all
the lights on. To solve, click the following lights in sequence: Upper right corner Bottom right corner this light
will now be off Lower left corner The upper left light should be on, and there should be a row of four "off"
lights in a diagonal row heading down to the bottom right. Click these four lights in order, starting with the
topmost one. If you find yourself in a mess, click the switch on the right to reset the grid. Turn the crank
below to produce a green battery. Fit this battery into the green battery slot. Click each of the four corners,
then the light in the exact middle. Turn the crank to get the red battery. On the grid, click the middle light in
each of the four outer rows, then the exact middle light. Turn crank for yellow battery. Click the exact middle
light, then the light above it, then the light below it.
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Chapter 9 : Escape Manor | Toronto's Newest Escape Room & Axe Throwing
This is an walkthrough for Adventure Escape Murder Manor (Mystery rooms, Doors, and Floors and Detective story!) by
Haiku Games. This covers chapters 2 and 3.

Edit This mansion was the family home of the Grandchester family, Hannibal, Morticia and their daughter,
Lucy. Lucy Grandchester allegedly became possessed and murdered her parents, was committed to a mental
institution, then escaped and committed suicide by hanging in the attic shortly after her 18th birthday. This
large building features several accessible floors. The tour of the building is linear, often locking the Sole
Survivor in until the automated announcer finishes describing the current room and asks them to "please
proceed to the next room. In the kitchen is a Master-locked door that leads to the basement. Inside the
basement is a Novice-locked door with a bloody scene containing six trader corpses and a glowing radroach.
From the main hall and from the kitchen are three stairs going to the second floor. The doors on the second
floor accessible from the main room are all locked and need a key and are opened later as part of the tour. The
door accessible through the kitchen is unlocked as it is part of the tour. The hallway upstairs is protected by an
automated turret. The second floor has several chambers, the first one is rigged with gas and was used for
seances. The gas can be turned off by using the terminal in the back left corner. The next hallway ends with
dead end stairs and the bedroom of the child on the left. In this room is a Master-locked door that leads to the
attic, along with a locked exit to the building. The attic contains both a weapons workbench and chemistry
station , along with a large amount of junk. Photographs suggest that the artist took many liberties to make her
look youthful and attractive. She liked to throw insects into the flames and watch them burn. Most of their
high society friends had begun to shun them by then anyway. The longest serving cook was "Granny"
RatchetIn-game spelling whom they hired away from a prison. There were assorted knives, makeshift
weapons, animal bones and toxic substances. Strangest of all was a journal written in some sort of code that
was never deciphered. UnfortunatelyIn-game spelling all of those items remain in police evidence lockers to
this day. Grandchester Mansion key - One in possession of the ticket taker and another held by Zachariah.
Nuka-Punch recipe - In the room with Zachariah. A mini nuke - In the attic, just behind the steamer trunk,
inside a metallic cart. A Protectron model - In the basement, behind a Master-locked door in the kitchen. After
entering the room, it stands on the right on a tool board. The female child can be tagged with recon scopes and
appears with the name "Girl": Before entering for the house for first time, staring through a window to the top
right above the entrance, second window from the right. The child never notices the Sole Survivor. When the
Survivor enters the house for the first time, on the second story running to the left. In the hallway just after the
seance room, running left into her own bedroom. Entering the attic spawns the same child who runs left. The
child will run through a door on the back left wall shortly after spawning. If the Survivor opens the door, a
loud, jarring sound will be heard and one will find a dead end. In the same attic, there is a boarded up door, if
the player noclips through they can see that the room is mostly untextured, but there is a visible window and a
shelf inside. One may encounter a glitch where the girl runs past in the upstairs hall. It is possible to chase her
through the kitchen to the "upside-down room", where she will stop. You can engage her with the "talk"
option, but she will not reply, only stare with a creepy expression. It is possible to stagger or knock the "Girl"
character down with gunshots, but doing so deals no damage and causes no notable reaction. Behind the
scenes Edit The Grandchester Mystery Mansion itself is most likely based on the Winchester Mystery House ,
due to its similarity in name and history with supposed hauntings, seances and strange architecture meant to
confuse spirits, such as doors and stairs to nowhere, windows overlooking other rooms, etc. The external
appearance of the house and entry sign are almost identical to those of the Winchester mansion. The story of
the mansion young Lucy Grandchester murdering her parents and now haunting the location is most likely
based on the Lizzie Borden House located in Fall River, Massachusetts. It is famous for being the house where
a young woman named Lizzie Borden allegedly murdered her parents with an axe in She was later acquitted
after a much publicized trial and the house today is considered one of the most haunted locations within the
state. Some theories also claim the reason why Lizzie committed the murders was due to demonic possession.
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The style of narration is similar to that of the Ghost Host heard in the Disney Haunted Mansion attraction.
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